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Presentation Notes
1. Thank you for making an effort to attend this early session. In this presentation, I will present a research study reporting on findings of the use of  an online discussion forum. Unfortunately, my co-presenter is unable to make it at this conference, so I will present on behalf of both of us. 
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Presentation Outline

1. Context of the study
2. Current study
3. Results & discussion
4. Conclusion & implications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. This is the outline of what I am going to cover in this presentation.
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1. Context of the study

• A joint business degree articulation 
• EAP at level 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. The course that forms the basis for this research was part of a joint business degree articulation between our institute in New Zealand and a university in China. As part of the agreement, our institute delivered a series of credit-bearing courses on site at the university in China.The course itself was a level 5 English academic skills course. As you can see  from this figure, the NZQF is divided into 10 levels, depending on how complex the learning is. Level 1 certificate  is the least complex and doctoral degree sits at the top. Level 5 is the start of diploma courses. 
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1. Context of the study

• Blended learning
 Face to face
 Online 

A: quizzes
B: online discussion forum  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4. The duration of the onsite delivery was 5 intensive weeks. To resolve the issue between the short time of course delivery and loaded teaching contents, it was decided to use a blended mode to deliver the course where the course was taught primarily face to face and this was complemented by a significant online component which consisted of two parts. Part A involved a battery of quizzes covering the course content, academic skills and vocabulary. Part B was a group forum discussion, which formed the basis of this research study. 
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1. Context of the study

Features of the online forum discussion
 in small groups
 a minimum of 3 contributions (240 words) 
 3 questions to team members 
 2 resources
 student-facilitated (Baran & Correia, 2009)
 7% of the overall course assessments
 the same topic for a group oral 

presentation worth of 15%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5. The discussion forum occurred in small groups (four to five students) where learners were required to create and share content in groups using the forum function on Moodle. The topic for the group discussion was CSR. Learners were asked to contribute at least 3 postings of 80 words each (a minimum of 240 words) demonstrating their understanding of the task topic. Students were also required to pose 3 questions to team members and share 2 resources. The forum involved approx. 350 students and it was facilitated by 7 student moderators. They were selected randomly by the program leader of the course.  As the class lists were organized alphabetically, the programme leader designated the first student  in the alphabetic order as the student leader of the group.The forum discussion was worth 7% of the overall course assessments where students would be marked on the quality and quantity of their contributions. In addition, the same topic for the forum discussions was also used for a subsequent collaborative oral presentation in the same groups. The collaborative oral presentation constituted 15% of their overall course assessments.There were three major aims we’d like to achieve in the course design. (1) The first was to establish a collaborative, co-constructive learning environment where students could learn form each other. (2) Second was to provide a platform where  the voices of quieter students could be heard and finally, (3) it was provide a framework for free and fluent writing, unconstrained by teachers’ presence. 
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2.1. data collection 
2.2. data analysis

2. Current study

What affordances does the online 
discussion forum offer during their 
language learning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6. The question we aimed to answer in this study was what affordances does the online discussion forum offer during their language learning?In order to answer the question, we utilized  threaded messages posted by participating students on the online discussion forum over 5 weeks. The data were collected retrospectively after the participants had completed the course, so they were  natural and unbiased communication occurring during the forum discussion. Having sought permission from the students, 20 students agreed to participate in this study. The qualitative analysis was based on postings written by the 20 participants. Thematic analysis was employed and two independent raters were involved in coding the data gathered.
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3.1. Co-constructive, collaborative 
learning environment

3.2. Group affiliation
3.3. Critical thinking
3.4. Learner autonomy

3. Results & discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7. The data analysis revealed these four affordances that the online discussion forum offered for students. I’ll discuss them one by one.
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3.1. Co-constructive, collaborative 
learning environment

3. Results & discussion

Category Quantity

Resources 41

Evidence and examples 74

Replies 96

Questions 76

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8. Firstly, it was found that the online discussion forum provided a co-constructive, collaborative learning environment for learners. This table gives a breakdown of participants’ posts according to their functions. It shows 41 posts were related to resources they posted on the forum. They included links, journal articles and book chapters which were  shared with team members or used to support the claims of their  own posts; 74 posts gave good and bad examples of CSR practices in the corporate world; 96 posts were replies to questions raised by their team members 76 posts were questionsDuring this co-constructive inquiry, learners’ understanding seemed to be deepened. To illustrate this, I will use excerpts of interactions between participants. In order to keep the entirety and integrity of the original data, all the quotes used in this presentation are taken directly from the data without our attention to grammatical, linguistic and spelling errors. 
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3. Results & discussion
I have a probelm need your help. Recently I 
know the Starbucks purchases coffee beans 
from famers with a higher price in order to 
protect famer's profits. The Starbucks's 
action is the performance of CSR. But in 
another hand, the Starbucks's behaviour of 
wasting water also catch the public's 
attention like the teachers said. So how can 
we juge a corporation whether a 
responsible corporation or not if it have 
both good actions and bad actions?
(Participant 8)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9. This post shows that participants 8 was confused about the criteria he should use to judge a company when it demonstrated two contrasting behaviours.
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3. Results & discussion
This situation as you said could not be 
judged. No one can be a perfect person, so 
corporations are. Even though a corporation 
do something doesn`t conform to CSR, it 
does not mean it is not a responsible 
corporation. For example, there is an 
industry, and its manager decide to provide 
jobs to people who are out of work. Well, 
this corporation do its duty of CSR about 
labor, but it is an industry which have to 
make so much pollution to product their 
goods. Just like this, there are too many 
examples. (Participant 10)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10. Participant 10 replied to this posting, and presented a counter argument to the group, alluding to the fact that ethical practice in business was a complex issue and could have a human cost:
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3. Results & discussion
Just now i give some views to Evan. I am 
inspaired and i have some questions … 
many enterprises have been taking 
measures to make environment better and 
make labor live better and so on. But even 
they do more,some phenomenons, such as 
making pollution, laying out staff, can not 
be avoided at present. So what measures 
we could take to reduce the bad effects 
happen? And what resources or 
organizations we could ask for to help do 
CSR? (Participant 10)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11. In a subsequent post, while recognising the responsible actions of many businesses, participant 10  was also concerned about issues they were facing, so he asked his teammates for solutions:
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3. Results & discussion

Both government and non-government 
organizations have responsibility to 
improve our environment. And I think the 
young people should take more activities 
because they have more energy and time 
than others. So schools should encourage 
their students to improve our 
environment. (Participant 7)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12. Although not entirely resolving the dilemma, participant 7 stressed the need for positive actions from all parties to protect the environment.Social constructivists emphasize the need for social interaction in order to enhance learning where an individual could benefit from assistance from more capable peers. It appears that learners in this study were actively involved in a collective inquiry into the task topic by interactive dialoguing and engaging in mutual knowledge construction. Through this collaborative learning process, they came to a deeper understanding of the subject content and developed a shared repertoire of resources.
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3.2. Group affiliation
3. Results & discussion

I am really glad to be one of your partners 
to study with you this term (Participant 11)

I learn a lot from the example shared by 
Mei (pseudonym). It is really a good 
example           (Participant 19)

Our team slogan is Making amazing 
miracles forever (Participant 14) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
13. Another theme that emerged from the data was a sense of  group cohesion. Posts were loaded with positive, emotionally- grounded messages. The typical lexis the participants used in their opening remarks of the online discussion were “happy”, “glad”, “honoured”: Slide   They also expressed their appreciation when a team member shared sources with them: slideAs the discussion progressed, a community of learning seemed to establish among the team members where they felt valued, supported and wanted to achieve well as a team: Slide
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3.3. Critical thinking

3. Results & discussion

…I don’t agree this opinion, in 
contrast, the CSR will increase the 
company’s profit. The corporate 
social responsibility will heighten the 
company’s reputation, at the same 
time, I believe that it will bring more 
profit to the company. (Participant 12)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14. Posted messages of the participants revealed many incidents where learners were engaged in critical thinking. These include their expressions of agreement or disagreement with other team members. �This post illustrates  a strong rebuttal from participant 12 after a participant (14) posted  a concern regarding the impact CSR could have on a company’s profit:
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3.3. Critical thinking

3. Results & discussion

First of all, the government should 
deliver more policies about CSR 
because the attitude of government 
is one of the main drivers of the 
Chinese CSR growth as many 
companies pay more attention about 
government’s policies in China. 

(Participant 6)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15. Postings also showed that learners critically evaluated corporate practices in China. To solve problems concerning China’s CSR performance, participant 6 made a suggestion:Critical thinking is an important objective of higher education. Posts from participating students in this study demonstrated that they were able to challenge personal perspectives and apply co-constructed knowledge to evaluate critically their own context.
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2.4. Learner autonomy
3. Results & discussion

I'm really honored to be one of your 
team member and I 'm looking 
forward to your active participation, 
which will definitely boost our work 
efficiency and morale … Then, we 
will communicate with each other 
online to share new ideas, leading to 
create a fantastic group 
presentation.  (Participant 15)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
16. As mentioned earlier, the design of the forum was student facilitated. A closer examination of the online postings revealed that the randomly selected student facilitators were in full charge of the discussion.  They adopted a variety of roles during the discussion which were similar to that of teachers. They started the forum discussion by welcoming team members and inviting them to contribute: 
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2.4. Learner autonomy
3. Results & discussion

As at today, we have said a lot of information about 
CSR. Let me to make a summarize. We talked lots 
of internal stakeholders (e.g. employees and their 
family members , shareholders and enterprise). And 
we also list many companies or organizations like 
Google, Nike , Lock&Lock and P&G to approve the 
benefits of CSR. We also said some bad of influence 
of CSR. In a word I think we should talk something 
about the external stakeholders of CSR. Just like 
we have already said the environment. Right? I am 
searching some information about the external 
stakeholders, did you have some idea about the 
aspects of the external stakeholders?  (participant 1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
17. During the discussion, they summarized what had been discussed and gave new direction in order to move the discussion forward
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2.4. Learner autonomy

3. Results & discussion

Yesterday we haven't got the chance to practice 
our PPT in class due to limited time. However, we 
still need to spare some time practicing it and 
modifying our PPT. Could you please send me your 
reference links as soon as possible? Could you 
send your contents to Jiang at the same time as 
she will reference them to introduce us. I'm 
looking forward to your fluent speech on Next 
Tuesday, but we all need to try hard everyday. Do 
you agree with me? Then, have a good holiday! 
(participant 16)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
18. At the final stage of the discussion, they made arrangements for their final oral presentation and organized time for team practice:  
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2.4. Learner autonomy
3. Results & discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
19. That was from the part of student leaders. Regarding team members, an overwhelming feature of students’ postings was the quantity of posts that the students contributed to the discussion forum. As mentioned previously, the task requirements for the online discussion were a minimum of 240 words’ contribution, demonstrating their understanding of the content. This figure compares the number of words required with the actual words from each participating student respectively. Whilst the lowest number of words was from participant 16 with a total of 425 words, the highest number of word contributions was from participant 15 with a total of 2,756 words. The word counts indicate an average of 982 from participating students. 
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2.4. Learner autonomy
3. Results & discussion
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Fig.2. A comparison of the number of posts between each participant and the course requirement

Number of posts Course requirement
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Presentation Notes
20. This figure compares the number of posts required of students with the actual messages posted by the participants. Whilst the lowest number of postings was from participant 16 with a total of 3 posts, the highest number was from participant 15 with a total of 19 postings, with an average of 8.9 postings from participating students.It is evident that large number of the students exceeded the task requirements. They took an active role in the learning process. Rather than being a passive recipient of course contents from teachers, they took full responsibility for their own learning and were willing to exceed the expectations from the course requirements and their teachers. The finding from this study diverted from some of the previous studies reporting that students tended to post very few messages in online discussions. The high motivation demonstrated from participating students in this study may be attributed to several factors. These may be related to their high level of intrinsic motivations, the fact that the online discussion was assessed and linked to the assessed group oral presentation. Due to the scope of this research, this study is unable to identify the specific factor(s) that promoted such high levels of student output and future studies could investigated this further. 
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• active participation 
• co-construction of content 

knowledge
• learner autonomy
• community of learning
• a proper design of tasks 

4. Conclusion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
21. This study found evidence that the online discussion forum has many properties that support activities seen as desirable for learning. This online learning environment (1) afforded learners’ active participation in the discussion of pertinent social, educational and cultural issues. (2) The online discussion forum also engaged learners in  writing extensively and critically, sharing academic resources and learning from peer contributions. As a result, their knowledge and understanding of the subject matter were enhanced. This process of collective inquiry helped (3) foster learner autonomy and (4)  form a community of learning. This study highlights that a proper design of tasks is  the key to realizing the potential affordances of educational technologies. 
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Thank you!

>>DEPARTMENT TITLE EDIT IN HEADER & FOOTER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again, thank you for attending this session. Do you have any questions?
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